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A shelving system made to stay and designed by Carsten Jörgensen 2017

Latitude is made of 70% recycled aluminum beer or soft drink cans collected all over Europe and recycled in
Switzerland.
Latitude are anodized in a black and nature surface-treatment in a Swiss anodizing factory a few kilometers from
the aluminum factory.
You can place the anodized aluminum shelvings in Kitchens - Entrances - Offices - Bathrooms - Bedrooms Storage Rooms where the walls are flat and does not show a too rough and uneven surface.
Latitude are available in 4 basic length: 300mm - 500mm - 600mm - 800mm. It measure 139mm deep and 139mm
high.
Included by each shelving size is: 1 adjustable triple hook. 2 Flathead Screws with wall plugs. 2 distance rubber
rods.
For installation you simply have to follow the instructions shown on the following pages.
To maintain the shelves so that they will stay for many years please follow these few advices:
Squeeze one or two drops of mild dishwashing detergent into a cup of water. Apply the soapy water to a sponge
or a soft kitchen towel and clean the aluminum vigorously. Anodized aluminum requires a gentle touch and a
gentle cleaning solution, as many harsh cleaning products will react with the aluminum. After the washing with the
detergent you can rinse the anodized aluminum surface with clean water and then dry it with towels.
If you have any questions to maintenance and installations please do not hesitate to call or write us at this
address.
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Installation instruction Latitude:
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What you should now before starting:
ounting your atitude shelf on the wall depends on what ind of wall it is supposed to be attached to. n most cases wall plugs is required with the
right dimension of the screws. They must be dimensioned according the material of your wall. lease as for ad ice in your local hardware store. They
will be able to assist you in finding the right wall plug and screws. ou must inform what ind of wall material and that the screw head must be as shown
below with a ma screw head diameter not e ceeding 1 mm and not smaller than mm. The enclosed awlplug and Screws you can use for wall type
) ) 5)
a 1 mm
in
mm

)

1) Dry Walls:
This type of walls is mostly made from
porous material and we therefore
recommend using a wall plug suitable
for such walls. See drawing.

) ric and Solid

oncrete Walls:

a e sure that you drill holes in the
bric s and not in the sealer surrounding
the bric s. a e use of wall plugs
specifically for bric and or solid
concrete walls. The enclosed wall plugs
can be used fo bo h b c s and so e
conc e e wall pes

oncrete

ypsum walls:

oncrete
ypsum walls can easily be
destroyed if using wrong fasteners.
These types of walls are often found in
newer buildings. t is required to ma e
use of special fasteners See drawing),
which will displace the weight around
the drilled hole to pre ent the wall
bra es. lease as your hardware store
for help.

) erated concrete

hollow bloc s:

When mounting to aerated concrete
walls, a wall plug is needed. e aware
that concrete walls can be thin.

5) Wood:
oe
lease no e ha f ns all ng ou
la ude n ou
chen o ou
ba h oo plas e ed w h les we
sugges ha ou do no d ll he holes n
he seale a ound he le o close o he
edge s nce ce a cs eas l spl n e
a e use of d lls spec c ade fo les
and do no fo ce d ll ng b e e an
unnecessa l h gh p essu e

When mounting your product to a
wooden surface, screws specific for
wood are required.
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Some easy principals:

A: Drill 2 holes in the
wall. See where on next
page!
B: Insert wall-plug.
C: Screw in the screws
to a point where it
allows you to slide the
shelf over the screw
head.

a

A: he head of the screw must have a certain
distance to the wall to allow the shelf to slide
over as seen in this picture. est how deep or
how far out the screw head shall e away from
the wall when installing the shelf.
In some case a wall may have a certain
curvature and inaccurate surface and the
distance of the screw may vary from wall to wall
and from shelf to shelf depending on the length
of the shelf.

A: est if the screw has
een screwed too deep
in or too far out! Ad ust!
B: Insert ru er and in
oth sides of the shelf.

n the following page you will nd a
suggestion to how you in the easiest way
can install your shelf nowing the three
asic principals on this page.
he sideview of this perspective shows you
how the shelf will loo when installed in the
right way.
hat ever si e cm - cm they all need two screws only.

A: ush the shelf over the
head of the screw so that
oth screws are at least
cm from the two sides of
the shelf.
B: ush in the u er so
that it is aligned with the
shelf sides.
C: hen the shelf are
nally installed on the wall
place the hoo s in the
slider and place them
where you want.

a

cm -

cm
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A) Marking:
Place the leveller on your shelf and
hold the shelf on the wall you want
to place it. Measure minimum 3cm
and maximum 5cm in from each
side of the shelf. Make a precise
marking on the wall where you
have to drill the holes for the
screws.
It might make sense to be two
persons. ne to keep the shelf in
level and to measure and make the
marks.

istance between the screws by different length of shelfs:
3 cm
cm 5 cm
cm
cm 5 cm
cm
cm

) rilling Insert raw plugs screw:
rill as precise as you can
considering the type of wall you are
drilling into.
Insert the raw plugs and screw in
the screws to a distance that makes
it possible to push the shelf over the
screw head. If too tight unscrew a
bit. If too loose tighten.

) Installing:
) Push the shelf over the right side
screw head until a point that the
screw is about 5cm into the slide.
) ow turn up the other end of the
shelf to a point align with the left
side screw.
3) ow push the shelf over the left
side screw.
ow check if your shelf hangs
stable on the wall.
o not make use of any tools such
as hammers to install the shelf in
its nal position. Instead loosen or
tighten the screws accordingly.

) Installed:
Please check if the two screws are
tight enough and are situated in the
same distance from each side of the
shelf.

